The goal of this paper is to construct a semantic basis for the abstract interpretation of Prolog programs. Prolog is a well-known logic programming language which applies a depth-rst search strategy in order to provide a practical approximation of Horn clause logic. While pure logic programming has clean xpoint, model-theoretic and operational semantics the situation for Prolog is di erent. Di culties in capturing the declarative meaning of Prolog programs have led to various semantic de nitions which attempt to encode the search strategy in di erent mathematical frameworks. However semantic based analyses of Prolog are typically achieved by abstracting the more simple but less precise declarative semantics of pure logic Programs.
Introduction
Standard semantics typically associate programs with entities which capture the essence of \what they do" while abstracting away from details related to the text of the program as well as the control of the execution model. For semantics-based program analysis an enhanced or \collecting" semantics which recaptures some of these details is usually required. After all, the purpose of program analysis is to analyse the text of the program with respect to the control of its execution model. In general, the fact that collecting semantics can be viewed as uncovering details which the standard semantics has hidden imposes a restriction on the choice of semantic models upon which program analyses can be based.
In the case of logic programs, standard semantics traditionally associate programs with the set of ground atoms which they imply. Program analyses, in contrast, are often required to capture: (1) answer substitutions for a query; and (2) call patterns { that is how particular clauses in the program are used in refutations of a query. It is no coincidence that in most cases practical abstract interpretations of logic programs approximate top-down semantics based on SLD resolution (e.g. 9]). The information concerning control and textual details of a program are more naturally recovered (and collected) from such semantics.
An alternative approach is taken in 10] and further pursued in this paper. Instead of enhancing the semantic basis for analysis to capture control | the program itself is enhanced so that its standard meaning re ects the required control. The key idea is to enhance a program P by a transformation M so that the standard meaning of M (P) re ects the control information required for the analysis of P. So for example, the declarative meaning of a logic program P enhanced by a \magic set" transformation 4] is shown to re ect the call patterns of P enabling bottom-up analysis (e.g. 5, 10, 20] ). The approach of modelling control has two main advantages: (1) the standard semantics is not required to be extended to a collecting semantics; and (2) any of the alternative semantic definitions for a language are potential choices as a basis for analysis.
In this paper we apply the idea of modelling control to de ne a declarative semantics for Prolog with the intention of providing a semantic basis for program analysis. The semantics of Prolog is usually speci ed by encoding its (sequential) control within di erent frameworks such as dynamic algebras 6], deterministic transition systems 12] or denotational semantics 17, 3, 13] . However, (semantics-based) analyses of Prolog are usually achieved by abstracting the more simple but less precise semantics of pure logic programs.
Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to encode Prolog control directly in terms of pure logic programs. Instead, we propose to model Prolog control in a constraint logic language which is expressive enough to capture Prolog control yet restricted enough to have a simple declarative semantics. A transformation from Prolog to is de ned to describe the meaning of a Prolog program P in terms of the declarative semantics of the corresponding program P . The target language is an instance of the cc class of concurrent constraint languages 22] . Constraints are used to specify that a clause may be chosen for reduction only if computation with the preceding (Prolog) clauses terminates. We present a semantics for which is open with respect to the interpretation of these (termination) constraints. The meaning of a Prolog program is constructed by composing the meaning of the appropriate program (the \logic component") with a corresponding termination theory (the \control component"). This approach supports the analysis of Prolog programs based on the abstract interpretation 11] of programs consisting of two corresponding components: (1) a standard analysis for the logic component of the program; and (2) a termination analysis for the control component.
An approximate model for termination can be provided either by applying techniques of abstract interpretation or by applying proof procedures. It is interesting to note that a precise model for termination provides a result which re ects the standard Prolog control; while the worst approximation (which species that all termination conditions are possibly true) re ects the meaning of P as a pure logic program.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents brie y some preliminary de nitions and notations. Section 3 introduces the language together with operational and declarative semantics. Section 4 describes how to model depth rst control of Prolog using the language. Section 5 discusses the interpretation of the termination conditions. Section 6 describes related work and concludes.
Full proofs, not included due to space limitations, are present in the full version of this paper. 
The language
This section introduces a constraint logic language which is applied in the next section to model Prolog control. We present and prove equivalent two semantic de nitions for . An operational semantics de ned in terms of a simple transition system is later used to justify the proposed modelling of Prolog. A declarative semantics is given in terms of an immediate consequence operator and in combination with the transformation proposed in the next section provides the basis for bottom-up abstract interpretations of Prolog programs.
A program consists of ask-tell constrained clauses as in the cc paradigm 22] . However in contrast with the cc framework, ask and tell constraints will be interpreted over di erent algebraic structures:
Tell constraints are interpreted over the usual De nition 3.1 (goals and constraints)
A tell constraint or a store is a nite set of Hatoms. The set of stores is denoted by Store. An ask constraint is an element of the form t(g) where t 2 T and g is a P -resolvent. Ask constraints of the form t( ) are denoted t. A constraint is a pair hask : telli consisting of an ask and a tell constraint.
A goal is a pair c 2 B consisting of a constraint c and a resolvent B. The set of goals is denoted by Goal. The empty tell constraint is denoted by \true".
De nition 3.2 (programs)
A program consists of a nite set of clauses of the form H c 2 B where H is a P -atom and c 2 B is a goal.
Ask and tell constraints are interpreted over corresponding T and H theories. T is a downward closed (i.e. closed under instantiation) set of ask constraints called a termination theory. We assume that true(g) 2 T for every resolvent g. Constraint consistency is de ned for a given \envi-ronment" speci ed by a resolvent and a store.
De nition 3.3 (ask and tell consistency)
Let be a resolvent, a store and hask : telli a constraint with ask = t(g), we write:
tell has a solution, { T j = ask i t(g :: ) T , { hH; T i j = hask : telli i H j = tell and T j = ask and say that ask and tell are respectively H and T consistent for and .
Example 3.1
Consider a store = fy = s(z)g, a resolvent and a termination theory T = ft(g) j g 2 A( ; P ; Var) g with = f0; sg, P = fpg and a constraint c = ht(p(y)) : y = s(0)i. Since fy = s(0)g has a solution and t(p(y)) T , therefore hH; T i j = c.
Operational Semantics
An operational semantics for is given in terms of a transition relation on goals. A pair in the relation corresponds to the reduction of a goal with a renamed clause from the program. The conditions on the tell parts of the goal and clause are the standard ones (e.g. CLP(H) 16]). At each step the ask conditions of the chosen clause are tested with respect to a \current" store and resolvent. Ask constraints are not collected since downward closure of T implies that any test satis ed in a store will be continuously satis ed in subsequent (updated) stores.
De nition 3.4 (transition system) Let P be a program and let T be a termination The (non-ground) success set of a program is speci ed (similar to the case of logic programs, e.g. 15]) in terms of the atomic goals of the form htrue : truei 2 p( x) which have successful computations as speci ed by the transitive closure of the transition relation (given a termination theory T ). De nition 3.5 (success set) Let P be a program and let T be a termination theory. The success set of P with respect to T is:
The operational semantics of a program is de ned in terms of the successful computations for (consistent) initial goals:
De nition 3.6 (operational semantics) Let We often denote = h hask i : tell i i n i=1 and
The notion of consistency extends naturally to constrained atoms:
De nition 3.8 (consistent constrained atom) Let 0 be a store, a resolvent, T a termination theory and = p( x) hask i : tell i i n i=1 a constrained atom. We write: H j = 0 i H j = 0 tell( ), T j = 0 i for i = 1::n, T j = i?1 ask i where i = i?1 tell i , hH; T i j = 0 i H j = 0 and T j = 0 . Example 3.3 Let = p(x) ht(p(x)) : x = s(y)i ht(p(y)) : y = s(z)i ht(p(z)) : z = s(w)i, = fx = sss(0)g and T = ft(p(0)); t(p(s(0))); t(p(ss(0))); : : :g. Then hH; T i j = because H j = fx = s(y); y = s(z); z = s(w)g and T j = t(p(x)), T j = fx=s(y)g t(p(y)) and T j = fx=s(y);y=s(z)g t(p(z)).
The following example demonstrates that consistency of constrained atoms is order dependent: The semantic objects will consist of (equivalence classes) of consistent constrained atoms. In the following we will often denote by any sequence of con- De nition 3.10 (B P base) Let P be a program. The base of interpretations for P, denoted B P is the set of equivalence classes of constrained atoms over the alphabet of P.
De nition 3.11 (interpretation)
An interpretation is any subset of B P . In the following we give a xpoint characterization of the semantics in terms of a continuous immediate -consequence operator T P .
De nition 3.12
Let P be a -program. The mapping T P : 2 B P ! 2 B P is de ned by:
T P (I ) = De nition 3.13 (Fixpoint semantics)
The xpoint semantics for a -program P is de ned by F(P) = lfp(T P ) = T P " !. Example 3.5 Consider the following programs P 1 and P 2 where T = ftg:
p(x) htrue : x = s(y)i 2 p(y).
The xpoint semantics of P 1 and P 2 are: In Example 3.6 (below) we show how to compose an interpretation for the ask predicate t with F(P 1 ) and F(P 2 ) to provide success sets for P 1 and P 2 . The choice of P 1 and P 2 is further motivated by Example 4.3.
Equivalence of operational and declarative semantics
By composing the open declarative semantics F(P) of a program P with a termination theory T we can derive the corresponding success set S T (P 
]( ) = fp(t) j t 2 T ( )g.
The following theorem states the soundness and completeness of the xpoint semantics with respect to the operational notion of success set.
Theorem 3.3 (soundness and completeness)
Let P be program and T be a termination theory.
Then S T (P) = F(P) T ]( ).

Proof. (comment)]
The proof of ( ) is by induction on the length of the refutation while the proof of ( ) is by induction on the power of T P . Both apply the sequential (left-to-right) composition of the operational semantics: for a goal htrue : 0 i 2 B 
Modelling Prolog in
The basic idea applied in this section is to specify in a \declarative" way the condition upon which a Prolog clause might eventually be chosen under a depth rst strategy. Namely, that there is no in nite path to the left in the corresponding SLD tree. This idea is rst applied to model Prolog control in . A transformation which associates a Prolog program P with a corresponding program P is introduced. The same idea is then applied to de ne an operational semantics for Prolog which is used to argue the correctness of this transformation.
We assume that Prolog evaluation proceeds until all answers are generated and that Prolog evaluation is sound. A Prolog program is viewed as a set of predicates, each predicate consisting of an ordered set of clauses. Prolog goals are sequences of atoms. The basic idea is demonstrated by an example: The
it is possible to ignore depth rst search and hence to consider the corresponding SLD tree (with a left-toright selection rule). The proof of this observation is straightforward.
De nition 4.3 (intended termination theory)
Let P be a Prolog program. The intended termination theory for P is de ned by:
T Prolog (P) = 
Proof. (comment)]
The proof follows from properties of SLD trees. 2
In the next section we discuss how to approximate the intended termination theory for a Prolog program. Meanwhile, we claim that given the intended termination theory for a Prolog program, the corresponding program captures the operational meaning of P. To formalise this we introduce an operational semantics for Prolog.
We will need the following:
De nition 4.4 ( nite-transitive)
A relation R X X on a set X is nite-transitive for x 2 X i the multi-set fx 0 j xR x 0 g is nite.
The following de nition speci es a transition relation for logic programs with a left-to-right selection rule (but ignores the depth-rst search of Prolog). This de nition is then applied to specify the transition relation for Prolog. The implicit use of stores instead of substitutions is not essential. We denote by pred P (A) the predicate (i. 
Proof. (comment)]
The proof argues the correspondence between the respective operational behaviours of P and of P given the corresponding intended termination theory. The ask conditions for termination in a computation of P correspond precisely to the conditions for a Prolog transition. In the following examples we write true instead of the corresponding termination conditions for the rst clause. Furthermore we do not specify these atoms in the respective termination theories. This simpli es somewhat the presentation. Example 4.2 Consider the following two Prolog programs with = f0; sg and P = fpg:
p(s(y)) p(y):
The transformed programs are respectively The open declarative meanings of P 1 and P 2 correspond to those given in Example 3.5; the success sets correspond to those given in Example 3.6: S Prolog (P 1 ) = F(P 1 ) T Prolog (P 1 )]( ) = fp(t) j t 2 T ( ; Var)g S Prolog (P 2 ) = F(P 2 ) T Prolog (P 2 )]( ) = fp(t) j t 2 T ( )g, which express the computational behaviour of the original Prolog programs. In particular, F(P 2 ) T Prolog (P 2 )]( ) does not include p(x) which corresponds to the fact the the Prolog computation does not succeed for that goal (because it diverges).
Note that while the depth-rst search strategy is captured by the transformation and the corresponding termination conditions, the left-to-right selection rule is modelled by the sequential composition of atoms in the bodies in -clauses.
In the following example we show how the order of the atoms in the body of a Prolog clause leads to di erent solutions and how the declarative semantics of the transformed program captures this fact. In this case q(x) succeeds with answer x = 0.
Modelling Termination
In the previous section, we have shown how to capture declaratively the success set of a Prolog program P by composing an interpretation for a corresponding program P with the intended termination theory T Prolog (P). Of course T Prolog (P) cannot be e ectively computed. However, the goal of this paper is to provide a semantic basis for the analysis of Prolog programs and for this purpose approximations of T Prolog (P) both from above and from below can be useful:
from above: T a T Prolog (P) ) F(P ) T a ]( ) F(P ) T Prolog (P)]( ) hence providing an approximation from above of the (Prolog) success set for P. This may provide better approximations than can be achieved when abstracting the meaning of P as a logic program. In particular because by Proposition 4.3 the success set of the logic program P is F(P ) T lp ]( ) and taking T a T lp , gives F(P ) T a ]( ) F(P ) T lp ]( ). from below: T b T Prolog (P) ) F(P ) T b ]( ) F(P ) T Prolog (P)]( ) hence providing an approximation from below of the (Prolog) success set for P which can be useful for example in the context of the complexity analysis described in 14]. in nite branch Figure 5 SLD-tree for G with P Figure 5 illustrates the computation tree for a logic program P and a goal G for a left-to-right selection rule in which the left most in nite branch is indicated. Let P denote the corresponding program. The solutions for G correspond to the success branches of the entire tree. These can be derived by composing F(P ) with T lp . The solutions for G assuming Prolog's depth-rst strategy are those which are to the left of the in nite branch. These can be derived by composing F(P ) with the intended termination theory T Prolog (P). Approximations of the Prolog solutions for G from above and below can be derived by composing F(P ) respectively with T a and T b which approximate T from above and from below.
We would like to capture the intended termination theory for a Prolog program P as the declarative meaning of some corresponding program. This would provide a precise declarative speci cation of T Prolog (P) by applying the semantics. If T 6 = is the (downward closed) theory corresponding to \not-uni able" and = f0; sg then F(R) T 6 = ]( ) gives the set ft(0); t(s(0)); t(ss(0)); : : :g which corresponds to the intended termination theory for the Prolog program P 2 in Example 3.5.
However, in general to model intended termination theories as programs we need to introduce a notion of user de ned predicates in the ask parts of clauses and to interpret them as local tests which do not a ect the global bindings of variables.
Conclusions
We have presented a simple constraint logic language together with its operational and declarative semantics. The operational semantics is used to justify a transformation which captures the control of a Prolog program given a suitable termination theory. The declarative semantics is parametric with respect to this theory enabling the speci cation of Prolog meaning by composition of a \logic part" with a \control part". Because the declarative semantics of is both simple and in the usual T P style it provides a suitable basis for abstract interpretation of Prolog via the de ned transformation.
The required termination theory can be approximated either by integrating results on Prolog termination (e.g. 2, 7, 21, 23]) or by extending the language so as to model termination from within and applying abstract interpretation.
The basic idea of de ning semantics for Prolog without considering notions such as depth-rst search and backtracking, which are more (sequential) implementation oriented is an important contribution of this paper. In particular, this idea can be applied to dene a simple and concise operational semantics. We are currently in the process of applying this idea to other semantic de nitions and extending our results to model full Prolog.
